
CITY COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO

Tuesday, January 23, 2007

REGULAR MEETING

Minutes

TIME & PLACE:     The Mayor and the City Commission of the City of Truth or
Consequences in the County of Sierra and State of New Mexico
met in Regular Session in full conformity with the law and
ordinances of said Commission in the Commission Chambers of

said City, on Tuesday, January 23, 2007 at 6: 00 P.M.

PRESIDING The meeting was called to order by Mayor Montgomery who
OFFICER:       presided and Mary B. Penner, City Clerk acted as Secretary of the

meeting.

ATTENDANCE:      Upon calling the roll the following Commissioners were reported
present:

Hon. Lori S. Montgomery, Mayor
Hon. Jerry Stagner, Mayor Pro-tem
Hon. Jimmy Rainey, Commissioner
Hon. Evelyn B. Renfro, Commissioner

Hon. Freddie Torres, Commissioner

Also present:

Jaime R. Aguilera, City Manager
Jay Rubin, City Attorney
Mary B. Penner, City Clerk

QUORUM:      There being a quorum present the Commission proceeded with the
business at hand.

CEREMONY: Mayor Montgomery called for fifteen seconds of Silent Meditation.

Commissioner Renfro called for the Pledge of Allegiance.

APPROVAL OF Mayor Montgomery called for approval of the Agenda.
AGENDA:

Commissioner Renfro moved approval of the Agenda as

submitted."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

City Manager Aguilera stated he was hoping the Chief would be
here, but apparently he must have gotten delayed,  and read the
letter from Chief Peterson.   ( Complete copy attached hereto and
made a part hereof.)

At this time Sgt. Morgan came before the Commission and they
recognized Sgt. Morgan at this time, and indicated that the person

involved in the incident along with the community is very thankful
to him and applauded Sgt. Morgan.

Sgt. Morgan came forward to thank Lt. Apodaca and the Chief of
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Police and the Commission for the recent recognition they have
received with the assistance of their new building, and expressed
that it has definitely uplifted the spirits of the other officers and that
they greatly appreciated it and thanked them.

Mayor Montgomery stated on behalf of the Chief and his
supervisor there will be a letter of commendation placed in his

personnel file, and thanked him very, very much for his service.

City Manager Aguilera stated this is a video that was done for the
City at no cost to the City.  At this time he presented a power point

of the videos.

He stated these videos were done professionally and indicated they
will be on the City' s website and stated they are currently on the
Municipal Leagues website, and he would also like to thank Steve

Green,   LaRena Miller and Kathy Clark who helped the

videographer as they took him out to take all of these pictures, and
indicated that Ms. Miller did a lot of work of finding these old
photographs and putting all this together, and will make it available
on the City' s website and make copies available for marketing
purposes.

RESPONSE TO None.

PUBLIC

COMMENT:

COMMENTS Ms. Carol DeMaio came before the Commission and stated this is

FROM THE in regard to the final adoption of Ordinance # 567.  She stated there

PUBLIC: seems to be some question as to the operational definitions what

exactly is meant by the definitions and would like to read them.

She stated she would ask that they postpone of this final adoption.

Mayor Montgomery stated they will take this into consideration
since this is the Comments from the Public section.

Someone from the audience asked if this was the time to talk about

the ordinance.

Mayor Montgomery stated this is the Public Comment section and
indicated this is the only chance for the public to comment to the
Commissioners.

City Attorney Rubin would like to make a suggestion and indicated
this is listed under Public Hearings and that they could talk about
the ordinance as that would be the appropriate time.

Mayor Montgomery apologized.

Mayor Montgomery stated that would be fine and they could do it
under Public Hearings, yes.

CONSENT Mayor Montgomery stated they have two items under the Consent
CALENDAR:  Calendar, Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the City Commission

of December 28, 2006, Reimbursement Request — December 2006

LDWI Grant& 
2nd

Quarter Report —Distribution & Grant.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of the Consent Calendar

as presented."

Seconded by Commissioner Rainey.
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Motion carried unanimously.

BOARD Mayor Montgomery stated there are no draft minutes.
COMMITTEE

REPORTS:      Planning& Zoning Commission—

Mr. Chris Nobes, Building Inspector came before the Commission
and explained that this is a two lot split, and they might wonder
why it is not going through a summary re-plat process in which
they have an expedited process where an owner can split a parcel
one at a time by presenting the application to the Planning &
Zoning Board.

He stated this was done on this parcel in the past a couple of years

ago and explained they broke that tract down on Riverside Drive
out, and indicated they can only use that procedure one time on a
parcel,  so in fact this applicant had to go through the entire
subdivision re-plat process.

Mr. Nobes stated he has been before the Public Utility Advisory
Board, and indicated they recommended approval and did not see
any utility issues,  and it went before a special meeting of the
Planning & Zoning Board, and that Commission also recommended
approval.  He stated it was relatively straight forward and has the
required street frontage and accessibility to utilities.

Commissioner Renfro moved approval of the Subdivision Re-plat

as submitted by Mr. Robert Moreau."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

PUBLIC City Manager Aguilera stated that the ordinance has been

HEARINGS:    published, and indicated he did receive 3 written comments from

Samuel Ace & Margo Donaldson and from an ACLU Attorney.  He
stated in both cases they deal with one paragraph in particular
which is at the end of the ordinance, on page 21 paragraph # 7 —

Sexually Oriented Material, and it has to do with sexually oriented
material that is located in a non- sexually oriented business.   He

stated the purpose of this paragraph is to control sexually oriented
material that is in a video store or a convenience store.

He stated there is a concern of those that wrote in and it has been

mentioned in the past that paragraph would be used to control other

material which the different gallery owners believe to be art and not
sexually oriented material.

City Manager Aguilera stated Mr. Ace and Ms. Donaldson and the
ACLU Attorney recommended that they delete that paragraph from
the ordinance.  He stated Ms. Donaldson gave an alternative as to

how they could control what they want to control which is sexually
oriented material in the video stores and convenience stores, and he

wrote back to her and stated he would recommend that the

Commission remove that paragraph from the ordinance and

recommend that they regulate that particular item/business,  or

unwanted activity in a different way, and is also recommending that
they enact a separate ordinance which regulates how retail
businesses can sell or exhibit the sexual oriented materials, so they
accomplish the same thing but make it much more specific as to
what exactly they are attacking and that is the fact that these non-
sexual oriented businesses can have that material but they must
have it in an area that isn' t visible to the public and not readily
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accessible to the public.

City Manager Aguilera stated the most appropriate place to put that
paragraph would be in Chapter 8 of our City codes titled " offenses
and miscellaneous provisions." He indicated that is another item he

will be bringing in the future and that is the spray can ordinance
because they don' t have something like that.

Commissioner Renfro stated, " are you sure we don' t."  I thought

they had an ordinance on spray cans.

City Manager Aguilera stated he has looked for it and hasn' t seen
it.

City Attorney Rubin stated it might be included in the anti-graffiti
ordinance.

City Manager Aguilera stated other than that one item the
recommendation would be to adopt the ordinance as written with

the deletion of paragraph# 7, Sexually Oriented Material.  He stated
another related issue is that does this change in the ordinance

require them to re- publish and he checked with the City Attorney in
which he checked with the League Attorney and it is of their
opinions that it does not require to be re-published because they are
deleting a regulation and not adding one or amending the ordinance
in any major substantial form.

Mayor Montgomery stated she will open the Public Hearing and
will call for individuals who would like to speak for the ordinance

and make their comments and then will call for those individuals

that are against the ordinance.

Speak for—

Ms. Judy Waters came before the Commission and indicated she
had no problem getting a copy of the ordinance from the Clerk' s
Office.  She stated she does not see any reason that it can' t be voted
on and passed just like it is, and thinks its okay.

Speak against—

There were several individuals who came before the Commission

that were not in favor of the ordinance that had several concerns,

deleting Section 7 of the ordinance, zoning, life drawing classes,
and it was also suggested that they post any changes on the City' s
website, and to continue the moratorium while they decide where
the M- 1 zones are, and also referred to being a big waste of time.

The Public Hearing was closed.

FINAL City Manager Aguilera stated this has been talked about before
ADOPTION       —   regarding the M- 1 zoning, and there was a question posed as to
S. O.B. ORD.   what are they doing regarding the Airport zoning.   He indicated

567:      there is a lady who is volunteering who is a retired planner from the
City of San Diego, and she is working part-time on the Airport land
re-zoning all of that land they annexed, so that is something that
will be coming up in the future, and because she works part-time
and is a lengthy process it will be awhile.

He stated he thinks that the language in the ordinance is reasonable,

and if you look at it from a point of view of the studio that may
have a life drawing class, and they want just people to walk in off
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the sidewalk maybe its not reasonable, but if you look at it from the

point of view that a person who would want to find the loop holes
in the ordinance and have several quote un-quote models and

anybody can walk in and watch these models perform essentially
then what is in the ordinance is reasonable in order to keep
someone from using that item as a loop hole in order to have a
sexually oriented business.

City Manager Aguilera stated this ordinance exists in different
shapes and forms but mostly with the same content in many other
cities across the United States, and they don' t find other cities in
the United States going after art studios it just doesn' t happen
because cities are reasonable and they understand between art and
pornography and have laws like they are enacting today to guide
them and then there is an appeals process that is written into this

ordinance.

He indicated even though there are concerns voiced tonight and

somewhat myopic and they look only at how the ordinances could
be applied in an extreme situations such as a second showing of a
buttocks on the City Slickers movie... and that' s an extreme

example that doesn' t really go anywhere and that is not what this
ordinance is all about,  and that this ordinance is about keeping
pornography out of the downtown area,  schools,  churches and

about putting it in a place as far away as possible, and again with
the exception of paragraph 7 he would recommend the approval of

the ordinance.

City Attorney Rubin stated from a legal standpoint he would like to
tell them why and take a very positive approach to this.   He

indicated it is a very long ordinance... 21 pages and very

comprehensive and deals with very important issues you have
secondary effects and important definitions and what is prohibited.

He stated this has been looked at by several attorneys... Margo

Donaldson has looked at this and of course has an interest as she

has an art gallery here in town,  and indicated that the ACLU
Attorney has looked at this and Mr. Randy Van Vleck with the
NMML, and also recalls that some of these provisions came from

the City of Gallup and of course presumably their Attorney
obviously had a hand in this.

City Attorney Rubin stated through all these reviews they have only
been focusing on one paragraph, paragraph 7.  He stated the rest of

this ordinance nobody has any legal concerns the attorney

anyway... about what they have here, and with that being said he
would have no problem with paragraph 7 being deleted at this point
from the ordinance actually for a simple reason is because
paragraph 7 discusses businesses that are... sexually oriented

material that is not located in sexually oriented business and of
course that is what the whole definition of the ordinance is suppose

to be about regulating sexually oriented businesses, so he has no
problem with this being taken out at this point and a good way with
Mr. Aguilera wants to deal with it by taking it out of this ordinance
and they can deal with it in a separate ordinance, so he is in favor of
it from a legal standpoint.

He stated the second legal issue if they should decide and take out
paragraph 7 and desires to pass the rest of the ordinance and he

does agree that they would not need to go through the publication
process, and ordinary I like to be careful about the publication of
course I like to earn the side of being careful, and in this case he
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spoke to Mr. Van Vleck and his opinion they are just taking out one
provision and his opinion was a fairly minor provision they are
taking out, but aside from that whether its minor or major he would
be more concerned if they were making a change that added a
prohibition,  and indicated they are not doing that... here they' re
removing a prohibition they' re actually making this more " user

friendly," so that being said if the Commission reviews this and
wishes to take out paragraph 7 and wants to go to final adoption

tonight he thinks they can do that.

Commissioner Rainey stated they have been working on this
ordinance for about 5 months, and indicated the way it is written
now including article 7, and stated without article 7 stated it is just
a piece of paper and doesn' t mean a thing.  He stated they need to
pass this ordinance to prevent things that may happen or not ever
happen, and would like to see this ordinance passed in the manner

that it was presented tonight including article 7.

Commissioner Torres stated he agreed with Commissioner Rainey.

Commissioner Renfro stated she did not have any objection to
deleting that, and indicated she would like to look at another zoning
and possibly out side of town.  She stated she does think they are
trying to put any restrictions on the art community.

Commissioner Stagner stated he agreed with Commissioner Renfro,

and thinks they should delete Section 7.  He also agrees that they
need to look at the zoning and that they need to pass this ordinance,
and would also encourage the art community as to whatever

language that would fit or going to work, or any other small or
minor changes that they want to do come to them as they are open
to tweaking it and that everybody can feel comfortable living
underneath it, and pass the ordinance without Section 7.

Mayor Montgomery stated she has a couple of comments.   She

stated she also agrees with the removal of Section 7, and thinks that

irrelevant of what the intent is of any law or ordinance it can
always be misconstrued to anybody' s advantage one way or the
other and it does put undo pressure or whatever word you want to

use on legitimate businesses and she thinks that is what they are
trying to protect is the legitimate businesses in the community
including all of the artists, galleries, etc., etc., shopping centers it
doesn' t matter what business it is, so with that being said, and my
second issue that she does have after listening to the comments
from the public is on the life modeling classes.

She thinks that exemption section is a little bit more specific that it

needs to be and she would entertain looking at possibly reducing
that to only have item one listed in such a manner where it is not
restricting it to the colleges or the universities, or in the structures
with no signs with three days notice, or no more than one model is

present.

Mayor Montgomery indiagpd unfortunately she does not have the
verbiage right now to state what she feels would protect both... a

legitimate studio but prevent someone from using that section
against them for lack of a better word of trying to get a back door in
there, so she would like for them to take a look at re-wording that
section... to do that to protect the galleries, and art studios that are

doing legitimate business, but have it worded in such a manner that
doesn' t allow someone to use it as a sexually oriented business
down the...
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Commissioner Renfro stated she has no problem with that, but

wouldn' t that postpone the approval until they can get that wording.

Mayor Montgomery, not if they remove the whole thing.

City Attorney Rubin asked what specific are they looking to
remove... the whole... I' m sorry maybe I' m trying to be careful
what they are doing.

Commissioner Stagner, they' re just going to remove 2 & 3.

Mayor Montgomery right.

Commissioner Stagner on exceptions Section C, 2& 3... is that...

City Attorney Rubin so they keep in structure # l, and getting rid of
2 & 3... you' re talking about.

Mayor Montgomery they could leave that in there, but still needs to
be re-worded in such a way... if you remove 2 & 3 where it says

that the person has to have 3 days advance notice... I think that' s a

little extreme and no more than one nude model... I mean I

wouldn' t have a problem removing those items and leaving it as is,
but she still thinks that needs to be tweaked at a later date.

City Attorney Rubin, okay then in another words they can go with
this tonight and take a look at amending it in the future...

Mayor Montgomery, I' m doing the same thing that you said it was
okay to do with paragraph... I' m making it less restrictive.

City Attorney Rubin, I' m in favor of that.

Mayor Montgomery, these are just my comments, I just feel that
it' s...

Commissioner Stagner, can I ask a question from the City Attorney.

Are you saying that if they remove sections 2 & 3 and section 7 that

they don' t have to re-publish?

City Attorney Rubin,  no I just thought they were removing
paragraph 7, and not removing 2 & 3, and talk about that at a later

date... is what I understood.

Mayor Montgomery,  I don' t understand if you' re making an
ordinance less restrictive and not making it more restrictive... why
would you then have to go out to publication again.

City Attorney Rubin well for instance with paragraph 7,  but

actually you' re taking away an exemption which actually does
make it more restrictive by almost like a double negative... isn' t

it... if you take away an exemption... I may have to...

Mayor Montgomery, okay I think I see what you are saying... I

understand what you' re saying, but I...

Commissioner Stagner,  okay you' re making it more restrictive
you' re taking away the exemption... except the exemption needs to

be less restrictive.

Mayor Montgomery, it needs to be reserved.
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Commissioner Stagner, so why don' t we pass it this way and then
come back with a small change for the exemptions for that.

Mayor Montgomery... but, okay... well I still want to look at that

section.

Commissioner Stagner, I do too.

Mayor Montgomery,  okay... because I don' t like the way it is
worded, and I think it needs to be re-worded in such a way that they
take those issues out to make it less restrictive on/ in the ordinance

for the business.

Commissioner Renfro, they can just postpone it.

Commissioner Torres, just postpone it and come back with it.

Commissioner Stagner is the moratorium still in place.

City Attorney Rubin... its 4 mos.,    Jaime I think it

expires... February.

City Manager Aguilera, I believe... the middle of February which is
not going to give them enough time to come back with another
ordinance.

Commissioner Renfro couldn' t you put extending the moratorium
on the next agenda.

City Attorney Rubin, yes.

Commissioner Renfro, then they could extend the moratorium and
that would give more time to tweak this.

City Manager Aguilera stated the other method which

Commissioner Stagner was saying is adopt it as it is except for
Section 7 and then come back and amend this section.

Mayor Montgomery and that is fine with me... I' m just saying I
don' t want to let it slip off the radar.

City Attorney Rubin, I like that also because if you postpone and
come back then they have to have the public hearing for the whole
ordinance again... and I don' t mean that to be... and I don' t mean

that comment to be construed that I don' t want to have public
hearings... of course I do, but I mean...

Mayor Montgomery we have had three public hearings on this
particular ordinance.

Commissioner Renfro couldn' t we just set a deadline, or say for
that amendment to come back to them...

Mayor Montgomery, by a certain date... that would be fine, I don' t

have a problem with that.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of Ordinance # 56X with

excluding Section 7 with a proviso that they come back with an
ordinance within 60 days to address an amendment of section 2 & 3

of the exemptions."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.
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Commissioner Renfro could they say and also the proviso that in
the future the different zoning.

Commissioner Stagner amended his motion to include having staff
look at different zoning as they do their comprehensive plan."

Commissioner Renfro seconded the amendment.

Mayor Montgomery, Commissioners Stagner/
Renfro —Voted Aye.

Commissioners Torres/Rainey— Opposed.

Motion carried.

MS. NOLA KENT Teen Court Contract-

DWI COORD.:

Ms. Nola Kent, DWI Coordinator came before the Commission and

explained they had a contract with Teen Court that expired in
December.  She indicated it was the DWI Task Force that decided

to give her a new contract to cover her through February which at
that time the AOC has agreed to fund Teen Court.

She stated because they frown on funding something that isn' t
already funded they decided they would continue funding her for
another month and a half, so that is why they had to bring a new
contract because the other contract expired in December.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of the Teen Court

Contract— City of T or C & Beatrice Sanders."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.
Motion carried unanimously.

LDWI Grant Application & Resolution # 22- 06/07 FY 07/08 &

Letter of Support for LDWI Grant Application FY 07/08 —

Ms. Nola Kent stated on this the first item is the Resolution which

is authorizing the City to submit an application to DFA for $ 160,

402. 56.  She explained this is under the grant and the distribution,

and indicated the distribution amount is already approved by DFA
for $47,092.56 for next year which depends on legislation, and the
other amount is $ 113, 310.00 that she has written a grant to continue

the DWI Program in the community.

She indicated there is a couple of things she would like the
Commission to be aware of, and that she has requested $ 15, 500 for

the local T or C PD for additional equipment for new radar guns

that will also help with DWI' s, and another video camera, and she
wanted to make the Commission aware of this because the DWI

Program does help this community.

Ms. Kent stated there is additional funding she has asked for to
continue to manage the Youth Center to keep it open and indicated
that it has been a great program.  She stated the County is providing
them $ 600.00 a month to help them continue to keep it open, and
mentioned that she appreciates the City for allowing them to
operate the Youth Center.

Commissioner Rainey moved approval the LDWI Grant
Application/Resolution  # 22- 06/07  &  Letter of Support for the

LDWI Grant Application for FY 07/08."

Seconded by Commissioners Renfro/ Stagner.
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Motion carried unanimously.

CHAMBER OF City Manager Aguilera stated this item was from our last meeting,
COMMERCE however he spoke to Ms. Lola Polley, and indicated she is ill and
REQUEST:     she would like to ask for continuance since he informed her that the

County is also interested in the building, but has not heard back
from the County.

Commissioner Stagner stated he talked with Gary and that they will
pass on the building.

Commissioner Stagner moved continuance of this item to the next

meeting."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.
Motion carried unanimously.

APPT.     S.    CO.   Mayor Montgomery stated this was her agenda item through
FISCAL AGENT Commissioner Rainey who is the chair of the JPC,  and asked

FOR JPC: Commissioner Rainey to address this item.

Commissioner Rainey indicated that about 4 months ago 6 months
ago the JPC for the hospital authorized the forming of a study
group to see about the possibility of obtaining a new hospital.  He

stated the committee got together and have worked diligently on
going through the procedures that they need to go through in order
to come up with a plan.

He stated one of the items when they met with the legislators a
couple of weeks ago is that Senator Smith recommended that one

fiscal agent be appointed to act as the fiscal agent for the JPC for

any monies they may get from the legislature for the new hospital,
and that is what this is about, so they need the authority to officially
appoint Sierra County as the fiscal agent for the JPC.

Mayor Montgomery stated she also sits on the JPC Committee and
that they met on January 10t` when the JPC appointed Sierra

County to act as the fiscal agent to do the application process
through the legislature for the funding, and so they were appointed
interim at that time,  and each of the Commission that share

ownership in the hospital through the JPC are taking in back to
their Commission to get it in writing to formally appoint Sierra
County to be the fiscal agent.

Commissioner Renfro moved that the City Commission appoint
Sierra County as the fiscal agent for the JPC."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

AVIONICS City Manager Aguilera stated this was another item that was
BLDG.:   continued from their last agenda, or asked that it put placed on this

agenda.   He stated this originally came as a request from Mr.
Bernard Romero who has aircraft housed at our airport.

He indicated he is a contractor from Santa Fe and he inquired if the

City would be interested in selling the Avionics building ( formally
the Pippen building), and in the meantime Mr. Mario Maccarone

heard about this,  and that he previously spoke with me about
moving into that building.

City Manager Aguilera stated Mr. Maccarone is operating out of
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one of the hangars, and indicated he is doing aircraft service and is
a qualified mechanic.  He informed him that his business has not

taken off yet and does not feel he has the ability to take on the
building yet.

He indicated in his letter if the building is still available in the
future then he would be ready, on the other hand if they sell the
building or lease it to Mr. Romero they would recover their funds
almost immediately.

City Manager Aguilera stated the important issue here is to decide
what the City wants to do, do they want to bring in an avionics
shop, and he thinks the answer is yes.  He does not think they want
to sell the building or lease the building to anybody else that is not
prepared to open up a shop, and feels it is a service they need if
they are anticipating to grow.

He stated they know what the proposals are from the racetrack
people, but he thinks they need to look at that as a long term picture
and this building as a short term solution to bringing in an avionics
shop.

City Manager Aguilera stated what he believes they should do is
put money in next year' s budget to complete the building, and then
advertise it as being available for avionics.  He indicated there is

some money available in the budget that was left from the sale of
the property from Marshall Street,  and feels they should start
obtaining bids to see if they will need additional money for the next
budget cycle.

Mayor Montgomery stated what they need to do in regards to
bringing it up to code and that it will take them some time to do
that.   She indicated that they should not make any decision on
whether they want to sell it, lease it, or whatever until it is ready to
be occupied.

Information only, no action required.

DFA ISSUES:  City Manager Aguilera stated that item F  &  G are actually
connected, and indicated that Mr. Fraissinet was to be in attendance

to explain what happened to the old application that they received
and on the comments from State DFA.

He explained that the old application which is 2 or 3 years old, and

they believed they closed out in time in 2006, and later found out
that the contractor may not, and he says may not because it is still
not clear, and that he received information today that indicates they
did pay the correct wages, and that is still unclear so therefore DFA
is saying they cannot close out the grant until they settle that.

City Manager Aguilera stated which also then translates to if they
cannot close out the current grant they cannot apply for a new
grant.  He stated that Mr. Fraissinet told him that they did make the
deadline for applying for the new grant, and that it would only take
DFA to say well everything is okay with the old grant because they
had the correct information, and they will continue to process the
2007 grant, and indicated that is a possibility.

He stated that Mr. Fraissinet is who has been in contact with the

State, and does not have his information as he is in Santa Fe, so he

would request that they continue this item to their next meeting.
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Commissioner Stagner moved that they continue items F & G to

their next meeting."

Seconded by Commissioner Rainey.
Motion carried unanimously.

RESOLUTIONS City Manager Aguilera stated these items are listed under H as 1, 2,
FOR CDBG   & 3, one is the Citizen Participation Plan, the Antidisplacement &

PROJECTS:    Relocation Assistance Plan, and Establishing a Local Relocation
Policy.

He indicated all of these resolutions are formatted by the Feds, and
that they come to them in a boiler plate manner, and explained they
just fill in the name of the City, on the relocation policy it has some
blank $ amounts that he was not able to get information, and he is

going to request that they continue item# 3.

City Manager Aguilera stated items 41 & 2 however are completed

and explained they are boiler plate federal documents that every
city that is in the CDBG program approves in the past.  He stated

that City Clerk Penner indicated the last time these resolutions were
approved was back in 2002 which makes them old, and that the

State wants them to approve these on a yearly basis, and he would
recommend approval of Resolution # 23, and then move on to the

next one..

Commissioner Torres moved approval of Resolution #23- 06/07 —

Establishing a CDBG Program Citizen Participation Plan."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.
Motion carried unanimously.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of Resolution #24-06/07 —

Establishing a CDBG Program Residential Antidisplacement and
Relocation Assistance Plan & Certification Plan."

Seconded by Commissioner Rainey.
Motion carried unanimously.

Commissioner Stagner moved that they continue Resolution # 25-

06/ 07 for the next meeting."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.
Motion carried unanimously.

PROPOSED City Manager Aguilera stated this is the same explanation as the
ORDINANCE    —   Resolutions.   He explained this is a boiler plate Ordinance that

FAIR HOUSING:     CDBG has handed them for approval.

He explained that City Attorney Rubin has reviewed all of these,
and he also explained to him that these are boiler plates and if they
had a problem with them they would have to deal with the Feds
about any changes, and stated he read them and does not know if
Jay has any comments, but again it is something every City is
required to approve, and his recommendation is to instruct the City
Clerk to publish the Ordinance, and to be adopted in 30 days.

City Attorney Rubin stated he concurred.

Commissioner Renfro stated she had a question, and asked there is

nothing about age, and indicated all she sees is race, color, religion,
sex, handicapped.



City Attorney Rubin stated the question is whether the Federal
Statute addresses that... I would assume that it does, but I don' t

know why they wouldn' t include that in here.

Commissioner Rainey, well Jay we can add that... they just can' t
take anything...

Mayor Montgomery, no unfortunately I don' t think you can a boiler
plate.

City Attorney Rubin stated my recommendation is go to

publication with what they have in here, and he will research that
question about age if it' s something... that...

Commissioner Renfro because it might not be but that was my
question.

City Attorney Rubin stated he can' t believe that we' d be the first
people that would see that so I... there must be some reason why
it' s not in there and I don' t know what it is... but I would say lets go
without it and I will get an answer for you.

Commissioner Rainey moved approval of the Proposed Ordinance
Establishing a Fair Housing Ordinance & Repealing any Prior

Fair Housing Ordinance" Currently in Effect."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.
Motion carried unanimously.

City Attorney Rubin stated I will... get a fast answer if there is

some reason... if there was not a good reason why it was left out... I

will let Jaime know before the publication begins... okay to save us
some money... so I' ll make sure... I' ll look at that tomorrow... I

don' t know why.

OLD BUSINESS:     None.

REPORTS:      CITY MANAGER—

City Manager Aguilera stated he sent a letter to the Utility Board
having to do with the Wheeling Agreement,  and City Attorney
Rubin stated he misquoted the date of the next board meeting, and
indicated it doesn' t matter to this Commission, but he would like to

clarify that, and that it should be January
30th

is when the Utility
Board will meet and not May

30th

He stated the Wheeling Agreement ended the same time that the
power agreement ended with the Coop, but it was understood that
the Wheeling Agreement would continue in effect even though it
has now expired because there are negotiations that have to take

place between Tri- State and the Coop before they are given the
Wheeling Agreement for review.

City Manager Aguilera stated those negotiations have now taken
place.   He indicated he had a long conversation with Mr.  Steve
Gee, and explained that he has not seen the agreement because it

just came out and that he received it yesterday.

He indicated the Wheeling Agreement is the amendment to the
original agreement between us and Tri-State or wheeling which are
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transmission charges, and amendment 43 which is in the memo
changed into what will now be amendment #4.

City Manager Aguilera stated they are getting it ahead of time and
that they do not have an opinion from the Utility Board yet but that
will be forth coming, and he will try to put this on the Commission
agenda for 2/ 13/ 07.

Commissioner Renfro asked if the Public Utility Board is involved
with this.

City Manager Aguilera stated they will meet on the
30th

to review it

and make a recommendation to the City Commission.

He reported on Wal-Mart... that he had a meeting with the State
Highway Department,     and indicated they are very

cooperative... that is what has held up the Wal-Mart project is
getting the plans approved for the off ramp, and explained that the
off ramp will no longer look like it does now with that big circular
curve coming back into Date Street, and that the off ramp will
come into a straight intersection at Date right next to the bridge and
that will move traffic from that point down Date and then into the
project. J

City Manager Aguilera stated he also contacted the City of Ruidoso
Downs who had a Wal-Mart Super Center open and the City of
Artesia and Socorro.  He stated the City of Socorro did not have
any data because they opened Wal-Mart during the period when the
Governor removed the tax' on

I

food, so their GRT #' s were a little

off, but the City of Ruidoso Downs told him that there GRT went
up 250% and explained they did not have much to begin with, and
that they have over a million dollars in revenue when there revenue
was almost nothing, and the City of Artesia went up between 30-
40%, but they already had a K-Mart in their town.

He indicated he estimated the 250%... if they had a 250% increase

they would be grossing 5 million 8 hundred thousand on GRT, a
40%  increase would be 3 million 2 hundred thousand,  and

explained our' current' GRT is 2 million three, so that would be
about a million more on the low end, and indicated every month
that Wal-Mart doesn' t open they are loosing about 270,000, and
that is a huge amount.

CITY ATTORNEY—

City Attorney Rubin maybe just to continue our discussion about
the Fair Housing Ordinance, and one possible explanation... I will

check this out... I know that its unlawful to discriminate by age
regarding employment for example, in other words if the word age
actually shows up in the equal opportunity

employment... Commission and the regulations is possible age

doesn' t show-up in the Fair Housing Administration Act... I don' t

know... that' s what I' m gonna check... that maybe the

explanation... I don' t know... that' s what occurs to me.

He reported he is pleased to advise that they have resolved another
piece of litigation, and indicated the City had been named in a law
suit involving 3 individuals who sued the City based upon a claim
that they were a victim of excessive force by a former police
officer, and indicated that officer is no longer with the City, but
never the less these allegations were during the course of his
investigations and arrests that he had used excessive force used
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improperly some pepper spray.

City Attorney Rubin stated the City' s position which has been
defended by an insurance company was the force that they used
was appropriate under the circumstances.  He indicated there was a

conference and the matter has been resolved.

City Manager Aguilera stated to follow up on that they do not have
any major outstanding legal issues.

COMMISSIONERS—

Commissioner Stagner— No report.

Commissioner Rainey— No report.

Commissioner Torres— No report.

Commissioner Renfro —No report.

Mayor Montgomery— No report.

EXECUTIVE None.

SESSION:

ADJOURNMENT:   There being no further business to come before the Commission the
meeting was adjourned.

APPROVAL: ISSED AND APPROVED this     ' day of

2007,    on motion duly made by
Commissione seconded by
Commissioner and carried.

n

i

L RI S. MONT RY

MAYOR

ATTEST:

MAR* B. R

CITY CLERK
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